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In the first six months of the year,

More than 70% of Indian P2P users
prefer uTorrent over sharing files
on other clients
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But what exactly is in these files?
Our chart depicts the daily average
number of file sharers broken down
by content type.
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This number breaks down
to a daily average of

1,497,580
Indian P2P users.
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At 5.31%, India has the fourth
most file sharers in the world,
right behind Russia (14.53%),
China (10.77%) and Brazil (5.77%).

The top 5 Hindi movies released
in 2017:

In general, Indians
don't seem to be

intereted in sharing
music files,

considering only

1# “Raees”    
2# “Kaabil”   
3# “Jolly LLB 2”  
4# “OK Jaanu”   
5# “Badrinath Ki Dulhania”
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Almost 8 in 10
P2P users in
India shared
movie titles
in P2P
networks!
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Although Indian
P2P users rarely

share game
titles in P2P

networks – games
make up a share
of barely 5% -

the most popular
game was no

mystery.

1# “Grand Theft Auto V” 
2# “Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas” 
3# “Grand Theft Auto” 
4# “Grand Theft Auto: Vice City”  
5# “Counter-Strike: Global  
    Offensive”

Top 5 games shared by Indian P2P
users:

1# Major Lazer 
2# BrvndonP 
3# Ed Sheeran 
4# The Chainsmokers  
5# Coldplay

Nevertheless, the top 5 most
downloaded and shared music
artists are:

of P2P users on the
subcontintent share

music files.
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Indian P2P users most often got the
Internet access for the uploads and

downloads from

The top 5 Hindi movies changed
hands most ofthe through users

located in major cities like Delhi,
Mumbai or Kolkata. It's likely no
coincidence that these cities also
have better access to broadband

internet.

Indian P2P users love movies. 
 

More than half of P2P users who
shared one movie ranked among
the top 5 also shared a few of

its neighbors on the list.
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